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Fast and fun new Patch games strengthen family 

play and together time 
 

BELOIT, Wis.— Patch Products had family and children in mind when developing and designing these quick 

and humorous games. All three play well in groups of family and friends, helping create fun memories. 

 

Stack Attack™ 
Play it risky or play it safe…either way you just gotta stack it! Roll your dice and 

stack matching numbers on the dice tower. Just don’t be the player who knocks 

down the tower because you’ll score a big fat zero! But if you get all of your dice 

on the tower before it falls, everyone else loses out! For two to four players, ages 

8 and up. 
 

Yeti in My Spaghetti™ 
Who knew yetis liked spaghetti?!? Patch Products did! In 

this wacky, fun game, the noodles are laid across the bowl 

and the yeti is just sitting there on the noodles…but as you remove the noodles one by one 

(be careful!), the yeti could fall into the bowl, and that would mean you lose! For two or 

more players, ages 4 and up. 

 

5 Second Rule® Jr. 
With the continued success of their original 5 Second Rule party game, Patch decided to meet the demand for a 

family-friendly version! It seems like it would be easy to name three flavors of ice cream—but can you do it 

under the pressure of 5 seconds twisting down, and with the other players waiting? You have to be quick, so just 

say whatever comes to mind and risk silly answers slipping out…because that would be funny, and we all like 

to laugh! It’s all in good fun with this fast-paced game where you have to Just Spit it Out!™. For three or more 

players, ages 6 and up. 

 

Patch Products is a leading designer, manufacturer and marketer of games, children’s puzzles, preschool 

toys, creative activities and teaching tools, with focus on innovation and growth of brands and categories. 

Top-selling brands include 5 Second Rule®, Perplexus™ Don’t Rock the Boat™, Farkle, The Game of 

THINGS…®, Mirari®, Buzzword®, Stratego®, What’s Yours Like?®, Lauri®, Wood WorX™ and Wooly 

Willy®.  
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